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	Industries

	Aerospace & DefenseAEROSPACE AND DEFENSE



Aerospace and Defense engineers are working on the cutting edge of what is possible. As an industry at the forefront of innovation and design your tools should keep up with you. RDI’s Iris Platform powered by Motion Amplification® is the most advanced video-based testing and predictive maintenance tool in your toolbox.







	AutomotiveAUTOMOTIVE



As the Automotive industry continues to evolve with innovative technologies, designs, higher efficiency and new components, the RDI Technologies Motion Amplification® technology, and Iris Platform help drive progress.







	ManufacturingManufacturing

The Manufacturing Industry is the backbone of our society producing everything from food to complex electronics or large automobiles. Keeping your facilities up and running is crucial for the overall supply chain and requires tools that are simple, comprehensive, and solve the root cause. RDI’s Iris Platform powered by Motion Amplification® increases uptime and enables you to fix problems quickly and communicate equipment failures.





	Medical ManufacturingMedical Manufacturing

The Medical Manufacturing industry services a wide range of assets from very small pieces of equipment that do the detailed work of producing needles and bags to large process lines pushing out products. RDI’s Iris Platform powered by Motion Amplification® enables you to visualize and measure large process lines and fine detail equipment in real-time and with a high degree of accuracy.



	Metals & MiningMetals and Mining

Large infrastructure, complex assets, and difficult-to-measure equipment are the norm in metals and mining. RDI’s Iris Platform powered by Motion Amplification® enables you to visualize motion, take accurate measurements, and do complex analysis on literally anything the camera can see.



	Oil & GasOil and Gas

With lots of large infrastructure and piping, the oil and gas industry has critical equipment that is difficult to maintain with current predictive maintenance tools. RDI’s Iris Platform powered by Motion Amplification® can visually show all of the motions in complex pipework, on large equipment, and on process lines with accurate non-contact measurement and complex analysis to back it.



	Power GenerationPower Generation

You keep the light’s on and need tools that help make sure you can do your job. RDI’s Iris Platform powered by Motion Amplification® increases uptime and enables you to fix problems quickly and communicate between technical and non-technical resources.



	Pulp & PaperPulp and Paper

The Pulp and Paper industry utilizes a wide range of machinery and equipment virtually around the clock. RDI’s Iris Platform powered by Motion Amplification® allows you to monitor every type of machinery, in real-time with zero downtime and solve for the root cause of the problem to save money and time.



	Structures and SupportsStructures and Supports

Structural supports and bases are one of the most overlooked root cause faults. RDI’s Iris Platform powered by Motion Amplification® enables you to visualize and measure structural problems instantly without the need to affix sensors or do complex analysis.



	TelecommunicationsTelecommunications

Cell phone towers are a critical part of modern society and require regular maintenance. RDI’s Cableview Tension Meter allows you to quickly measure multiple guy wires and once and get TIA approved measurements quickly.



	Test & MeasurementTest and Measurement

Finding defects or design faults are critical in the Design and Engineering phase or development phases of products. RDI’s Iris Platform powered by Motion Amplification® gives you the ability to see and confirm with accurate video-based measurements if a design is working to specification instantly.



	Wastewater and UtilitiesWastewater and Utilities

One of our largest customer markets, wastewater treatment plants, and utility companies utilize RDI’s Iris Platform powered by Motion Amplification® on complex piping networks, to keep their pumps up and running properly, and to visually inspect their structural components and bases.
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                                IRIS MXTM

                                The Iris MX from RDI Technologies expands upon its revolutionary Iris M™ product to open up the world of Motion Amplification® to high-speed applications. With up to 1400 FPS in HD resolution, you can now apply Motion Amplification® and communicate virtually every displacement in the scene. 

                                                                                                                                




                                
Leveraging a high-speed camera for frame rates over 10,000 fps, the Iris MX’s most unique capability is the ability to apply Motion Amplification® and show motions well over 5,000 Hz and produce an infinite amount of absolute measurements within the scene. The Iris MX enables the user to see the fault by visualizing the motion of the entire machine, its structure and base, and the surrounding environment to determine the root cause. This enables the users to quickly and comprehensively diagnose machinery in a simple and easy-to-understand video. This video can be used to close the communication gap between technical and non-technical resources and empowers them to fix problems. The Iris MX is high-level analysis in its’ simplest form.
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                                            Motion Amplification® Acquisition

RDI’s Motion Amplification® Acquisition Software’s user interface is as simple as point and click. This allows you to instantly visualize and measure movement at 2.3 million video-based sensor points.

                                        

                                                                                
                                            Motion Amplification® Analysis

RDI’s Motion Amplification® Analysis Software makes complex asset analysis as simple as point and shoot. Each simple video taken in the acquisition software can now be used to extract time waveforms, spectra, and orbits or for complex processes like frequency based filtering, shaft inspection, and much more.

                                        

                                                                                
                                            Motion Studio™

The new Motion Studio Update gives you the ability to create more powerful videos with RDI’s Motion Amplification® software. Add spectra and waveforms to your videos, show multiple views from a single screen, and edit your videos straight from video editor screen. Motion Studio gives you all the tools for your reports.

                                        

                                                                                
                                            Motion Explorer™

All of this data needs somewhere to live in an organized and simple to access format. Motion Explorer is a comprehensive file management tool that keeps all your data organized, accessible, and ready for further analysis at any point in time.

videos straight from video editor screen. Motion Studio gives you all the tools for your reports.
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                                    MOTION AMPLIFICATION® 

                                    See motion invisible to the naked eye in near real-time view. 

                                
	
                                    TIME WAVEFORMS, SPECTRA, AND ORBITS

                                    Unlimited number of regions can be drawn in the video to measure displacement. All measurements are simultaneous.

                                
	
                                    STABILIZATION

                                    Entire frame and region based image stabilization.

                                
	
                                    DATA EXPORT

                                    Export waveform, spectra, orbits, and object paths to .csv file.

                                
	
                                    FREQUENCY FILTERING

                                    Bandpass, bandstop, lowpass, and highpass filtering of time waveform and video.

                                
	
                                    MOTION MAPS

                                    Show colorized image overlays of individual frequencies or overall motion.

                                
	
                                    TOP FREQUENCY FILTERING

                                    Automatically determine frequencies of interest and create multiple filtered data sets with a single click.

                                
	
                                    SHAFT DISPLACEMENT

                                    Measure the displacement of a rotating shaft while under operation.

                                
	
                                    TRANSIENT MOTION AMPLIFICATION®

                                    See Motion Amplification® of small 
motions as an object moves through the 
scene.

                                
	
                                    TRANSIENT PATH PLOT

                                    Show the path of an object in the video as 
well as in the plot.

                                
	
                                    VIDEO ANNOTATIONS

                                    Add text, shape, annotations, and 
company logo overlays with export to 
video.

                                
	
                                    VIDEO SIDE-BY-SIDE

                                    Side-by-side playback of original and 
Motion Amplification® video.

                                


                

                                
                    IRIS MX SPECIFICATIONS

                

                
                    	
                                    Lenses

                                    6mm, 12mm, 25mm, 50mm, 100mm.*
*Lenses listed include M and MX hardware.

                                
	
                                    AQUISITION SYSTEM

                                    i7 processor, 32GB RAM, 1TB SSD, dual batteries, lightweight, MIL-STD-810G standard drop protection, 1 yr accidental damage protection.

                                
	
                                    SAMPLE RATE

                                    1,400 fps in HD, up to 29,000 fps at reduced resolution.

                                
	
                                    FREQUENCY RANGE

                                    Up to 42,000 CPM at 1,400 fps
Maximum: 870,000 CPM at 29,000 fps with reduced resolution.

                                
	
                                    MINIMUM DISPLACEMENT

                                    <0.01 mils (0.25 µm) at 3.3 ft (1m) with 50mm lens, 0.005 mils (0.125 µm) at close focus.

                                
	
                                    PLAYBACK/EXPORT SPEED

                                    4x original framerate to 1 fps.

                                
	
                                    MOTION AMPLIFICATION® FACTOR

                                    1-500x

                                
	
                                    USB3 TO ETHERNET CABLE

                                    9.84 ft (3m)

                                
	
                                    OPTIONAL ACCESSORY KIT

                                    LED light: 23,000 Lux @ 1 m, Li-ion light battery, light stand, extra vibration pads, computer stand.

                                


                

                        

    
            
        DOWNLOAD FULL SPECIFICATIONS

        Download now for the complete list of features and specifications

        DOWNLOAD NOW
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                                    IRIS MTM

                                    	Live Motion Amplification® 
	Calibrated Displacement Measurements
	Frequency Based Filtering
	Advanced Troubleshooting
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                                    IRIS MXTM

                                    	Motion Amplification®
	Up to 1400 FPS in HD Resolution
	Calibrated Displacement Measurements
	Available as an Add On
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                                    IRIS CMTM

                                    	Live Motion Amplification®
	Multiple Synchronized Cameras
	Continuous Monitoring
	Event and Threshold Triggering
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                        GET INTOUCH.

                        Want to learn more? For more information or a quote on our products please contact us.

                                                GET IN Touch
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        How to Find Your License


        To find your license in the software follow the instructions below if you don’t have access to your software you can use this

FAQ:

Open the “RDI Motion Amplification” Program





 

Click on the “Information” icon in the upper right-hand corner





 

Your license ID is located on this screen identified by the green box





    





    
    
		
		    
    	
	








































 
